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ITALIAN GASSHUKU “ITALIA 2014” 
Latina, 27/28/29 June 2014 

 
Rome, 01 Febbraio 2014. 

Gassho. 

We hope this letter may find you in very good health. 

With the present we inform you that the Italian Gasshuku 2014 will take place in Italy, in the city of Latina, a sunny city just 

south of Rome, on 27, 28 and 29 june 2014. 

The choice of such a place, that was the site of the Stage Nazionale “Italia 1993”, was suggested by the recent foundation of 

a new Shorinji Kempo Branch, Latina Branch, besides the fact that it is fairly close to Rome, which is about 70 km, and is 

also quite well connected by public transport. 

Sensei Aosaka Hiroshi, 8° Dan, General Secretary of the WSKO in Europe will be present to this event and will be 

supported by Sensei Maehara Masaki 7° Dan and WSKO Instructor 

Therefore the Italia Gasshuku 2014 will take the advantage of the title 

of International Study Session officially recognized by the WSKO, 

so the Kenshi attending to the study session will improve their WSKO 

curriculum.  

The participants will stay at Grand Hotel Palace, set in the historical 

center of Latina. This famous 4 star Hotel, has 150 rooms with private 

bathroom, satellite TV, air conditioning, hairdryer and minibar.  

The National Taikai and the Study Session will be used the Palasport 

"Nicola Bianchini" in Latina, sports hall with stands for the public 

(2.500 seats), a parquet area of about 1600 mq, and other facilities 

linked to this. 

Meals will be served at Grand Hotel Palace, which is just few minutes from the sport hall. There will be reserved bus to go 

forth and back from the hotel to the sport hall, so to have the 

participants relaxed. 

It is planned, during the manifestation, the conducting of the Italian 

National Embukai and the Study Session.  

We want to advice that the Italian National Embukai will be entitled “2° 

Memorial G. Battista” and will be dedicated to the memory of Sensei 

Giuseppe Battista, one of the F.I.S.K. founder, died prematurely a some 

years ago. 

Moreover, the participation at the Italian National Embukai “2° 

Memorial Giuseppe Battista”, this year, will be extended also to the 

foreign kenshi.  

With future communications we will supply the brochures and the schedule of the and the modalities of participation. 

Thanking You in advance for what you are going to do, and remaining at your disposal for any clarification, we take this 

opportunity to extend our best wishes. 

 

Kesshu. 

 

F.I.S.K. General Secretary 

(Rosario Previti) 


